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Workers in the Confederation of Health Service Employees are in dispute at the Bristol Royal
Infirmary, followmg the sacking of four plaster technicians. The technicians - who play a
vital role in the treatment of fractur es - had refused to do porterlng duties in addition to their
own job. COHSE s tewards In the area have pledged action to back them, In the form of lightning strikes. Other unions In the hospital have also expressed full support.
Stewards are meeting t his week, and THE WORKER will carry a full report next Issue.
lous, a bloody smokescr een.
It is meant to Incite and
condone violence between
workers. Armed bands of
fascist thugs will be excused.
Beatings, even murderall this will be made respec provided the question occup1es table under the guise of some
SO now Thatcher has thrown
down the Immigration (more
~thl!"1'llinds of the working class. spurious Inevitability. And
Labour and Tory think they
correctly, race) gauntlet, and And with a general election
THERE must be no holding bac~ in the battle for wages. Stop
can preside over this mayhem
Rees has eagerly snatched it
In the air, what better way of
the shadow boxing, enter the ring and challenge the Governand profit by it.
up. Major speeches are made ensuring it's a farce than
ment's imposition of its guidelines.
Workers must not allow
proclaiming that immigration with the smokescreen of
The battlefield for wages is In the factory, the workshop,
themselves to be dragged into
should not be a general elecracialism.
dock, mine, office or school. It is where we are strongest.
this
debate, this Inhuman
tion Issue - what hypocrls}'.
Unemployment, Industrial
It Is not In the rarified atmosphere of the courtroom or the
swapping of statistics and
Thatcher's speech and the
rundown, a crumbling health
hollow talking-shop at Westminster. Our fight against wage
lies. Immigration Is not the
replies to It are all designed
service, closure of schools,
restraint is not based on the fact that it is illegal or unauthproblem. It is not the Issue.
precisely to make it an e lecthe destruction of Britain orised by Parliament. Given half a chance Parliament would
They are not really concer tion Issue. No,' not an election all talk of these Is to be
legislate workers' livelihoods away and we would fight wage
ned with who comes In - only
issue - the e lection issue.
blotted out. Immigration is
restraint even If It was an act of Parliament.
with splitting those who are
Any Why not? Why not have not a problem to Labour and
It is our action where we are strongest, at the workplace,
here. We will not decend Into
a
smokescreen?
To
the
se
polTory; it's supposed to be a
that will determine the outcome of the coming battles for
barbarism and fight among
iticians of capitalism all is
solution . The real problem
wages. No empty threats of industrial action to capture the
ourselves while Capital
for them Is the working class .
equal - race, colour, creed,
headlines, no lobby of Parliament, no court cases , but actual
But It's not just any smoke- surveys the arena, nor will
it ' s all the same to them
struggle.
we
permit attacks from any
screen. It's not just an ugly
from the EEC, for such
based on productivity deals;
quarter on fellow workers.
cloud which hovers over a
actions come well within the
but it is the first time in the
Capitalism Is the probbattlefield and then is blown
Treaty of Rome .
current pay round that an
lem. Capitalism is the Issue.
away, leaving everything as
The tanker drivers continue
Workers in other sectors
offer within the Government
Capitalism must be stopped.
it was. It Is an ugly, a victo ban overtime in their struof road haulage have got
limits has been rejected
ggle for a 30 per cenr wage
Increases In excess of the
flatly so early in the negotia claim. They have refused
Government guidelines. The
tions.
·
deliveries entirely to petrol
The Electricity Council
TGWU members In Scotland
statiOns' managers who tried
has added to its 10 per .cent
and the northeast of England
to profit from their action.
have obtained rises from the
offer a productivity deal.
The Government has already
But the general secretary of
Road Haulage Association of
indicated Its intention to put
15 per cent. Two thousand
the power men's union has
into operation the emergency
lorry drivers In South Wales
said it was only worth about
measures most recently used
have begun a strike for their
£3 a week and the whole offer
THE talks between the Confed- £33. 60 respectively.
In Northern Ireland. British
wage claim.
was totally unacceptable On February 3 the EEF
eration of Shipbuilding and
troops, having just finished
Both the NUM and the
even though industrial action
was only prepared to inEngineering Unions and the
their task of fighting the
EETPU have rejected offers
would probably not begin until
Engineering Employers' Fed- crease their offer to £57 and
strike by the firemen, are
to the limit of the Government's the end of March when the
the Confect negotiators said
eration which took place on
ready to commandeer tanker
guidelines. Miners and power current agreement expires.
that this was " still totally
january 19 resulted in a
lorries, take over petrol
men, carrying through an
Several unions have simply derisory offer from the
unacceptable. " There Is now
stations and generally scab
all-out nanonal struggle for
been asking that they be grant- employers which would add
every likelihood of a collapse
against the tanker drivers.
wage rises, could make noned the same concessions as
of the National Pay Agreement
about 2~ per cent to the wage
There was concern by the
sense of the Government's
the firemen won in struggle
and a return to plant by phint
bill.
Government that they might
determination to prevent the
or the same productivity deals
The unions submitted a
bargaining. However, those
not have sufficient troops to
labour movement from exerother workers have. We don't
who rejected the employers'
c laim for new basic rates of
fight the tanker drivers had
cising collective bargaining.
simply cash in on the struggles
terms as unacceptable cannot
£70
for
craftsmen
and
£55
for
the firemen's strike not been
The miners have weakened of our workmates: we take up
the less skilled as against the
settled. In such cases they
their potential for struggle by the struggle where they left
Continued on page 4
present rates of £42 and
would have called upon troops
local settlements for bonuses off.

In the struggle for wages
there must be no restraint

Immigrant or capitalist
Who is the enemy?

Forming battlelines

ENGINEERS REJECT
EMPLOYERS' OFFER
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/HISTORIC NOTES/

February 2nd, 1943.

Victory ol Stalingrud
The battle that saved the world
from beneath. In September the
Jl!TLER invade~ Russia on 22nd
Nazis were held, and in spite of
,J une, 1941, almost to the day
intense efforts could not dislodge
the anniversary of Napoleon's
the Red Army. In mid - November
attempt. He met with the same
end, with the difference only that the Red Army counter-attacked
and surrounded the Nazis. The
Hitler ruled less long. His Reich
besiegers were now besieged.
foundered at Stalingrad.
The German Army at StalinWhat ever tactical reasons grad was trapped, their efforts
inability to subdue the British
to break out of the blockade
among them - determined Hitler's turn East, anti-Bol shevi.;m unavailing. On 31st January, 1942
von Paulu·s , commander of the
had always been at the core of
German Sixth Army, surre.1dered.
Nazism
The Russians had to be forced the first German Field-Marshal
back, step by step, and they even ever to surrender - along with
counter-attacked as soon aS Dec- scores of generals and some 90
ember 1941 to Rafeguard Moscow thousand men, a ll that remained
which Stalin refn,qed to abandon.
of a once-proud army .
Yet despite the initial swiftNo - one can fail to admire the
ness of the Nazi advance, and the strategic wisdom of the decision
losses they inflicted, the Russians to hold at Stalingrad, the tactical
extricated the blllk _of their armies mastery of the counterencirclefrom the planned encirclement.
ment, the technical equality
The invaders found themselves
not superiority in armament
lured ever deeper into inhospltachieved by a country whi"ch a few
able terrain and above all into
years before had been among the
the implacable hatred of the people. most backward.
SO tenacious w.as their resistance
But what ultimately decided
that·1942 saw the Nazi thrust
the outcome was the fighters.
limited to the South.
"We should get as close to the
In August, 1942, they turned
enemy as possible, so that his
East toward Stalingrad. The aim
air force could not bomb our
was to capture this vital crossing forward units. Every Nazi solover the Volga and hit at Moscow dier must be made to feel that
he was living under the muzzle of
Below: A meeting in Stalingrad a Russian gun, always ready to
in February 1943 to celebrate treat him to a fatal dose of lead. 11
Stalingrad was where modern
the defeat of the German army
street fighting was·born, where
and the liberation of the city.

Brazil party
slums
'3 worlds'
REGULAR readers of The
Worker will know that this paper,

in common with the journals of
rrany European communist parties, has directed sharp crtttcisrn at the so-called theory of
three worlds. Tots theory places us in a "second world" of
capitalist and imperialist pow-

ers, and urges us to reject re-

volution and rely on the "third
wor ld", the developing countries,
street corners, grain elevators
for .socialist advance.
against whole armies~-where the
But what. of communist parworkers of the tank factories
ties in those developing counclimbed into the tanks they had
tries which have supposedly been
just made and drove them into
assigned the key revolutionary
battle. This Indomitable will
roRd? What do they think?
gave victory to the Russians.
A recent pamphlet from
Mao Tsetung hailed the resis - Albania's "8 Nentorl" publishing
tance at Stalingrad as a decisive house answers these questions.
victory in his article A Turning
Entitled ~'A New Step In The
·Point lnW"orld War !!written
· Struggle Against Opportunism",
long before the final capitulation. It is a reprint ~f an article that
For ourselves the l esson, as it
appeared in "A Classe Operarla ",
w'ls for the Chlrese , is that the
the central organ of the Commuoutward ferocity of the aggressor nlst Party of Br azil.
betrays inner weakness.
The Brazilian party, treats
Res.istance itself, which began ·the three wor1d theory with
the moment a Nazi set foot on
withering scorn, "We who are
Soviet soil, was the means to
:fighting In the depe ndent and
victory , culminating in the
semi-colonia l countries," it
unshakeable resistance of Stalin- • ways, ~'are aware of the utterly
grad. Although ours is not a war counter- revolutionary essence
of guns, the same spirit and
of this theory. This theory contactics apply in our war of rests - Stltutes a grave danger. Wherelance against the destruction of
as the revisionist lackeys of the
our homel and by an alien bourbourgeoisie want to place the
geoisie.
revolutionary movement tn the
~
service of the bourgeoisie, and
link it with lhe Sovlet soc\altmperlaltsts, the advocates of
the 'theory of three worlds'
want to subject the supreme interests of the oppressed peoples tO the most regr-essive
elements in their own countr!es.
They are the defenders of the
order in power in the 'third
V£.QI'J.d,.!.......even when this order is
represented by savage fascist
E:Jii:-~ik"J~· mllltary dictatorship,"
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - So much for 'Three worlds'!
The pamphlet ls now available
from the Bellman Bookshop~
price 15p including postage.

THE LEVI A THAN OF THE DEEP

THE WEEK
IN West Germany a court has
recently ext ended its cou ntry's
'democratic' consitttuion. This
constitution was set up as an
anti - communist bulwark by the
occupying forces after the Second World War. Under it no-one
of Civil Service status (which
Includes teachers) may have
communist sympathl'es. Apparently this constitution has not been
effective enough. A teacher wtth
pacifist beliefs has been refused
his application for Civil Service
status on the grounds that, although not an enemy of the state,
he could not be expected to actively defend the state against the
evils of communism. Indifference
is not enough!

...

TEACHERS are preparing to
fight for a maximum class slze
of 25. A motion calling for
actiOn on the new figure was
voted top priority for discussion
at the NUT's Annual Conference
in Blackpool at Easter.

SUNDAY newspapers have revealed that a secret Foreign Offlee department set up after
World War Two to distribute
anti-communist propaganda
abroad also covertly planted its
poisonous material ln Britain
itself.

THE National Coal Board's research and dev:elopment Chtef
has stated that by the year 2000
11
robots may replace men" as
mechanisation reaches the fully
automatic stage. All verY well,
but who will be pushing the buttons?

DID you know that the rubber
bullets widely used by the Brlt!sh
army in northern lr~land were
rejected by Franco's riot police
as being 'too lethal'?

Capitalism's greed for profit is threatening the whale with total extinction
CONSERVATION is a joke under
capitalism and extermination a
way of life. Man In his greed
and stupidity has made extinct
many of the earth 'a creatures;
frpm the great auk to the auroch,
from the quagga to the stellars
sea cow. Modern capitalism,
which enshrines greed and stupidity as a religion, looks eet
to add to the list of those irretrievably lo!j,t.
The whale, leviathan of the
deep, is threatened . The
whale (order ~etacea} includes
such '\narvels as the blue whale,
the largest ever living creature
weighing as much as 25 elephants and up to 85 feet long,
which sieves its food (krill) from
the sea; to the toothed sperm
whale of complex facial structure and advanced brain which
can dive to 1000 metres and
stay submerged for over an
hour and which battles In the
depth of the ocean for its food,
the gaint squid. Of course many
are not threatened with Immediate extinction, but all are
under pressure.
At the last weeting of the
International Whaling Commission, held in December, the
Commission disgraced itself.
The meeting as though to shroud
its perfidy was held in secret.

The Chairman failed to inform
observers of its occurrence, its
time or place. The 1977 quota
for sperm whales in the North
Pacific was a tota l of 7, 200
males and females.
At its June 1977 meeting the
·IWC recommended that the
quota for 1978 be a total of 763,
a reduction of almost 90 per
cent. This dec is ion was taken on
the basis of information showing
that the previously unrecognised
use of ASDIC by the Japanese
(for echo-locating whales} had
distorted upwards their calculations of sperm whale populations.
Wail! Such a large reduction
In the quota would substantially
lower profits (even If it might
lead to greater profits in the
lollj( term) ! A rabbit had tq he
produced from the hat. A special Scientific Committee meeting reviewed these figures and
suggested instead a total quota
of 6, 444, an upward revision of
over 800 per cent. Obviously
sperm whales had plunged Into
a r~producttv€: frenzy.
Unbiased science? Small
wonder that the chairman desired secrecy. The Committee
did however recommend a moratorium on the endangered bow
head whales. This fell however .

acquired the use of a Japanese
due to US desire for bowheads
for Alaskan Eskimoes who have
vessel now re-registered with
traditionally hunted them - a
a view to expanding her catch
tradition which will be difficult
of sperm and set whales from
to follow when there no bow60 to 500 a year). It is said
heads left.
that the vessel is leased from
The aim of the IWC is to
the Tatyo coropany (one of
manage whaling quotas in an
Japan 1s largest fishing/whaling
companies) and that the lease
equable manner between counw-ill be paid in whalemeat. In
tries and on a maximum sustainable yield basis. This is
spite of IWC resolutions to the
effect that member nations
unreelisable under capitalism.
should not trade In whale proIt is dog eat dog, and victory to
ducts nor lease or sell whaltng
the most conniving ann treacherous. In their hunger they
equipment to non-members.
must kill the goose today even
Of course Japanese capital...
though it lays golden eggs.
ism is but one thtef in a den.
Within the IWC countries press
for bigger and bigger quotas,
The truth is that capitalism
and at the same time ignore
cares nought for man nor beast,
resolutions and restrictions.
only _for proftt. Are we to say.
Some whaling countries are
come back Moby Dick all is
not members of the IWC and so
-forgiven, that the whale was to
do not even pay lip service to
kind to Jonah; or are we too
maintaining stocks. Currently
kind to capitalists? Surely by
at least 5 non-member countries now they should be extinct and
are hunting whales •nd selling
take their rightful place in
their products to Japan. In
history alongside the dinosaur
Chile a company last summer ·
and the mastodon.
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THE restoration of capitalism In
Poland recently went one stage
further with the reintroduction
of a private sector in the retail
field. The official explanation for
this blatant reversion was that
the shops in the state sector were
so inefficient that many had been
fo.rced to close, and the competition would ~do - them iood!
Following the .announcement,
the authorities were swamped
with applications for licences
from would-be shopkeepers,
which, !twas admitted, would
cause chaos in the centralised
planning of the economy. Capitalism, it seems, is in crisis
everywhere!

AN 'expert' on unemployment figures has explained that "seasonally adjusted" refers to thQBe
who are laid off (by the weather.' )
from the bu!ldlng industry and to
those who work in the 'tourist industry'. If the capttallst masters
have their own way and the deindustrialisation of Brltatn runs
its course, we shall all work ln
the tourist industry as sellers
of tee cream and makers of plastic knick-knacks, and then we
can all be ·~easonally adjusted'.

EDITORIAL
FEWER houses were built in Britain in 1977 than in aey of the
last 26 years, in spite of 52, 000 'officially' homeless families
and 300, 000 building workers on the dole. Some 70, 000 fewer
houses were built than in 1976, and so desperate were people
for a roof over their heads that when the GLC put on the market 200 old council houses turned down by tenants more than
ll, 000 families applied for them.
So much for 70 years of Labour Party reformism in the
field of housing for the people. Indeed, this Labour Govern ment like any capitalist government is moving away from the
very concept of providing housing as a public service and is
leaving the whole field to private enterprise. This they justify
by arguing in the Green Paper that there is no longer a housing
problem - only a problem of people who are too poor to afford
decent accommodation:
This is the same solution the bourgeoisie and the social reformers were offering back in 1872 when Engels wrote The
Housin~ Question. The essence of the problem, they sarcr;-was
that "t e worker should own his own dwelling". Good, but the
whole period of capitalist development, with the rush of the
population to the big cities and with the soaring of urban pro perty values and rents, has been a period of acute housing
shortage when, just as workers were deprived of owning their
own means of production, so they were deprived of owning their

Dole queues ·.
for Europe's J
youth
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AS the long-prophesied upturn
in the economies of the capitalist world stubbornly fail to
the impact on young

rnatertalt~e,

workers in terms of unemployment and all that that entails,
continues to grow.
By the end of 1977, unem p loyment amongst young peop le
under the age of 25 years in the
25 OECD states stood at over
7 million. More than 2 millton
of these were to be found in
EEC countries.

Remember the

slog_an 'Jobs for the Boys'?

Predictably, the EEC Ministers, meeting in P aris in
December, could suggest nothown homes.
ing more than the usual gamut
But the answer, Engels pointed out, was not, as Proudhon
of phoney 'work experi~nce ',
and the social democrats of the day proposed, to try to solve
job creation, and emp loyment
the housing question, which is a secondary aspect of exploitation subsidy schemes, whereby we
on its own, but to tackle the primary question of the exploitapay the employers not to give
tion of the worker as worker by the capitalist.
us work. Anything in fact , but
The reformers wanted to go back to a pre-capitalist situation providing jobs and skills.
tion when farm workers at least owned their own huts, but
Sweden, W. Germany, Italy,
Engels said, "It is precisely modern large-scale industry
Denmark, Eire and Holland
which has turned the worker, formerly chained to the land,
have all adopted similar policies
into a completely propertyless proletarian, liberated from all
to those being pursued by Brltraditional fetters, a free outlaw; it is precisely this economic . taln 1s 'Labour' Government.
revolution which has created the sole conditions under which
Hardly suiprlsing, considering
the exploitation of the working class in its final form, in capthe success Booth and Co. have
italist production, can be overthrown. "
achieved In topping the EuroOr else the reformists wanted to establish a just system of
pean lists for the greatest numhousing for workers within capitalism. All it amounted to,
ber of young people out of work
Engels criticised, was saying that "the practical effects of the
- around 700,000 jobless.
economic laws governing present-day society ran contrary to
·s olutions may have escaped
their sense of justice and cherishing the pious wish that the
these high- powered leaders,
situation might be remedied. And if toads had tails, they would but causes they had in plenty.
no longer be toads:"
A spokesman for the EEC was
When reformists of the time said that "the abolition of rent- reported as ascribing youth
ed dwellings is thus one of the most fruitful and magnificent·
unemploymen~ to the actions of
aspirations which has ever sprung from the womb of the
the workers themselves.
revolutionary idea and it must become one of the primary dem- "The stand by unions to protect
ands of social democracy", they were only stating the hoary
redundancies (ale) and secure
Tory illusion of "a property-owning democracy".
jobs is certainly one of the
A recent movement in the field of housing for workers is the lead!~ factors. So is equal
National Tenants Charter which delegates from 750 _gmants'
pay. There are more unemassociations agreed at a meeting in Manchester in October I9.77. ployed young wo1nen than men
The Charter represents demands to be made on Parliament for
in the Nine. 11 And wanting to
the continuation and strengthening of the provision of housing
be paid a living wage evidently
as a public service and includes such points as security of
doesn't go down too well either tenure, planning of housing anc housing estates, equal rights
"The young are more expensive
to
employ now than in the past."
to housing, control over rent increases and the ending of
The Secretary-General of
homelessness.
the OECD, van Lennep, was
We must take our revolutionary understanding into these
nearer the mark when h~ restruggles. If the representatives of the tenants ' associations
ferred to unemployment as a
in their campaign for the Charter do not realise that their
struggle for decent housing for everybody has to be part of the structural problem, in other
words ailing capitallsm cannot
struggle against capitalism which can neither afford nor has
any intention of acceding to their demands, they are heading for do without tt. Whilst Vredeling
Of the European Commission
frustration and demoralisation. If they do realise it, then they
are following Engels' advice of not being concerned with symp- waffled on about 'qualitative
mutations' and technological
toms only but of tackling the housing problem at its root, the
advance reducing employment
exploitation of workers by capitalism.
on a permanent basts.
So much for the utopian thea is
of ,gradualism. The future under
capitaltsm is bleak not to say
non--existent. Revolution and
the construction of a soctallat
Britain is the only future
young and old altke can make.
HAND tn hand With the British
The policies of the Welsh langare beneficial io " th~ interests of
bourgeot ste's policy of exportuage societies, far from being in
the British working class . They
ing capital abroad to areas where
argue that the 'real' socialist
the vanguard of true socialist
higher profits can be returned,
struggle now exists in the national struggle, threaten not only the
thus causing the decltne in both
Welsh language's existence, but
.minorities of Europe - including
industry and jobs tn Britain - a
actively assist the Government's
those in Brt tain, and thac the
attempts to divide and separate
development of the EEC, particpol icy accelerated by entry into
parts of Brt t;un . ·
ularly its move towards direct
the EEC - goes the Labour GovAt the annual meeting of the
elections, is entirely compleernment's attempt to underwrite
largest of these groups in October
the whole process and forestall
mentary to the "aims of the
1977, the senate of Cymdetthas Yr
workers' opposition, by creating
national minorities.
laith Gymraeg called on Wales to
the diversionary and dlvlsive
Herein lies the crux of the
be divided into four areas dependmachinery of devolution.
matter. The EEC, as a club of
As with the EEC, we are to be
capitalists, is dedicated to the
ing on the amount of Welsh spoken
in .t hese areas!
asked to give our stamp of appsuppression of class struggle, to
The cause of the decline tn the ·
roval to the continued existence
the stifling of all working class
of capital in this country, through
Welsh language, and all the other
opposition. It t"s precisely for
the use of a referendum.
ills, economic and social, which
this reason that during 1974
In order to fool us once again
affltct Wales and Britain as a
127 manufacturing firms, mostly
the so-called 'left' and nationalAmerican and Japanese, came to whole, is capitalism. The danger
ists manufacture pseudo-socialof devolution is not only that it
.Wales in the hope that such an
ist reasons why both devolution
easing of the class struggle would seeks to disguise this fact, but
and direct elections to the EEC
that it intends to strengt!len it.
come about.

Devolution threatens
to destroy Wales.

•

Jim Farrell places flowers on the martyrs' memorial in
Albania, where he went as a delegate of the Party.

COMRADE jim Farrell, a long standing member of the Communist Party of Britain (Marxist- Leninist), was killed in an
accident in the Snowdonia area on january 28. He had been
climbing with another member of t.h e Party when, in very bad
weather conditions, he fell through the ice of a snow-covered
lake and was drowned.
Comrade Jim Farrell was an active member of the EEPTU
and within a few weeks of his death had been playing a major
role in the strike at the Rolls Royce factory in Willesden
where he worked. His reports on this industrial action have
appeared regularly in THE WORKER. He never feared to tell
people what his politics were and to fight for them.He came to this country from Ireland when he was 16, and
having decided to make Britain his home, had always identffied himself with the cause of British workers.
He had a host of friends and will be deeply missed by his
family and by his comrades. It is a sad loss to the working
class which he served so devotedly.

State attacks children
THE £'2 per week in tax cuts

so generously 'given' to married
couples in time for Christmas
will effectively disappear from
Aprtll978, when all tax allowances in respect of children are
to be withdrawn. This ts the
con-trick reality of the much
vaunted Child Benefit Scheme,
part of the Labour Party's
electioneering tn 1974, It
promised to" ... attack family
poverty by increasing Family
Allowances and extending them
~ first child through a new
scheme of child credits payable
to the mother. "
Once elected, the Labour
Government shelved the scheme
until1977, During 1976, however, tt became clear that family allowances were worth less
than under the Conservatives
in 1972, and plans were drawn
up. It is important to note that
at that time the minimum amount
payable per child without costing the state anything (since the
scheme would be financed by
taxation) was to be £2. 34.
David E nnals argued for a rate
of £2.90 per child to restore

chtld beneflt to tts level under
the Conservatives; and even the
Treasury recommended a benefit
of £2.50 per child, with a special premium for one parent
families.
We all know what actually
happened- from Aprlll977 a
parent of two children could
collect £2. 50 from the Post
Office each week - and this stlll
came out of the family's pay.
The level of child ~upport In
Britain ts far below that of any
European (especially Scandinavian) country excepting the 26
counties of Ireland. . The
monthly amount payable in
1976 for two children amounted
to one third of the average for
European countries, and as
little as one ninth of the higher
rates! Expressed a.a a percentage of average industrial
earninga, the effect of this
new scheme l& to nullify all
the galna made in child welfare by the working class of
Britain since the industrial
revolution, A decent level of
ch lid support Is the right of the
working class as a whole,

WORKERS LOSE OUT
IN EEC NEGOTIATIONS
We are not going to raise a cheer
for tbe Minister of Agriculture
and Fisheries for getting part
of wbat the Labour Government
wanted tn terms of the exact rate
for devaluing the green pound
which, at any rate, means higher food prices. Nor are we going to commiserate with him in
his failure to win EEC agreement
for the Government's fisheries
policy of belatedly trying to safe. guard Britain's fishing rights in
what ought to be her own waters.
These are some of the consequences we predicted tn opposing Britain's membership
till we have served the interests
of workers here and on the Continent by SIP&shing this monopoly capitalist federation.
One of the ironies of the

situation is that the Government's actions to mask massive
unemployment (that membershtp in the European Community
was supposed to prevent) are
running into difficulties with the
EEC authoritles. The "temporary employment subsidy"
which offers a £20 a week subsidy for each full-time job maintained and now covers some
138,000 workers, is considered
to constitute a subsidy on exports and discrtmtnatlon against
Imports prohibited by the EEC. L
The Employment Secretary ls
trying to dress up the subsidy
and other means of playing down
unemployment ln Brttaln ln
such a way that they wlli be
acceptable to the EEC . We wlli
not: raise a cheer for him either.

at which indignation was expressed from the platform
and the floor at the attack
which was being waged on the
very future'oi Haringey through its children.
On January 31st this year,
rejected the Green Paper
the Education Chairman held
The State is an employer
ASK any worker "Who is the
OVERWHELMING and united
totally, and resolved to ensure a press con~erence to ann opposition by teachers and
but it is also an executive
worst employer in Britain?"
the
proposals
could
not
be
ounce
that
the
Authority's
committee
for all employers.
parents has forced the Educand immediately he will reply
carried out. They decided to
Green Paper has now been
It is the executive employer
ation Committee of the Lon "My boss." Follow that up
fight on as many levels as
abandoned. The Labour-confor capitalism.
don Borough of Haringey to
with "Next t'o him?" and this
possible both in side and out trolled Council is "concerned poses a problem. It is not
In recent months we have
withdraw the proposals conside schools, uniting as many
that the Green Paper has had
seen the State operate openly
tained in its Green Paper,
easy to choose. But when
parents and other workers
a drastic effect on public op"Schools Provision in Harinall things are considered there and unashamedly as the chief
inion". ln ather words, it
executive of capitalism. Steel,
gey in the 1980's and beyond. " as they could.
can be no worse employer
The Association produced
has had to back down in the
the car Industry, British Rall,
The Green Paper was prothan the state.
its own Green Paper, "Schfarming, shipbuilding have
teeth of fierce opposition from
duced last June after consulSo began the latest in the
ools Provision in Haringey
the people of Haringey. Those current series of public meet- all been offered up for sacritations with the Department
for the next fifteen years and
school s threatened are to stay ings organised by the CPB(ML). fice.
of Education and Science and
the improvement of standards . " open, and the Authority has
In its dealings with its
other local authorities. It
The speaker adeptly went on
This utterly repudiated the
forecast a significant decline
employees, particularly the
set itself the new target of
to expound upon this.
Authority's document and put
firemen, the ruthless nature
in the number of children in
maximum class size of 25 in
The State is the biggest
forward the Union· s policy:
Haringey in the 1980's, due
of the State has been appa rent.
primary schools and a ratio of employer in Britain. 25 per
no school closures, all clasFaced with the support the
to a lowering of the birth
one teacher to every 15 pupils cent of the civilian working
ses to be reduced to a maxfiremen had from fellow wor-rale and people leaving the
in secondar y schools by 1984.
population is dependent on
imum
of
25,
the
maintenance
kers, the solidarity and disBo;rough. Basing itself on the
Haringey )VOrkers have
the State for its wage packet.
and improvement of all existcipline of the firemen themnorm of 30 children in each
shown what united strength can State employees are among
selves, no· ordlnar·y employer
ing school buildings for schclass - a maximum it had
achieve when they understand
the most poorly· paid and sufool use, no reduction in teawould have held out. The
already pledged by 1981 that education be longs to them fer some of the worst condiching or non-teaching staff,
State, however, backed by
it worked out that the number
as their right and their future. tions of employment of any
the.might of its armed forces
and that sixth forms should
of classes needed in schools
Now the battle must continue
workers in Britain. This is
stay
in
the
secondary
schools,
did hold out regardless of the
would fall drastically. As a
and develop. Soon the Authwell illustrated by the si~ua
In the schools, teachers
consequences.
ority's proposals for next
tion prevailing in the health
solution to this problem, the
and parents fought proposals
And what of the future? We
Green Paper proposed wide
.year's teacher numbers will
service where pay is so low
for immediate reductions in
hold that in our hands.
and responsibility so high.
be known in the schools.
spread closure of schools,
staff. In addition, action
large reductions in staff, the
Teachers and parents must be
groups of teachers and paruse of education buildings for
prepared-to fight reductions,
ents were formed in those
other purposes, the axing of
and any other deterioration in
schools specifically named
sixth forms and other "unecthe education service, as they
onomically small units". The for closure. A demonstration
resolved to do last spring.
marched on the Civic Centre
proposals were a recipe for
If NUT Conference this Easter
to petition councillors, and
decimation of the education
passes the first motion on its
public rr.eetings were held in
service in Haringey.
order paper - that no class
through a campaign against
OVER the next few weeks,
many schools throughout the
The response of Haringey
shall cont ain more than 25
canteen prices.
students all over Britain wlll
Borough during the summer workers was immediate. At
children - it will add considA student told THE WORKER
be considering in their unions
term. In the autumn, the NUT erable muscle to that fight in
a packed meeting Haringey
after the meeting: "Some would
Haringey and throughout Britain resolutions to go before the
held a large public meeting
Teachers' Association (NUT)
· Nanonal Conference in Easter. argue that Kent students are
wrong; they would try to
In th~t discussion students
persuade the student movement
must hold fast to their principle: to maintain their Union's that if we surrender our au ton·
omy, then the beneficent
independence, locally and
·nationally, to fight for grants, Labour Government wll) shower
all kinds of benefits on our
for education. The time to
heads. Supposedly, since the
counter attack is now.
independence of our unions is
An encouraging sign of a
under attack, if we retreat, the
resurgence of student mllltancy attack wlll not hit us. But stu·
has come from Kent University. dents are workers not priviAt their last meeting, Kent
leged beings existing on 'pubUni~ity Students Union over- lie money'. Some forget the
whelmingly rejected ·the notion actions students have taken
that our unions should be shack- in their colleges over the years
led by the guidelines of capital- for a full and adequate grant
ism. In a resolution on Student and for the preservation of
Union autonomy, they asserted resources. It is because we
the independence of their org- are workers that capitalism
anisat ions, vital if students
seeks to smash our means of
are to be able to carry out our resistance. It Is because we
fundamental tas~ of saving edu- have raised the banner for edcation. At the same meeting . ucation that they wish to
they voted to go on to the offen- remove our independence, if
sive on the question of grants,
only we would permit it. "

Haringey teachers and
parents win victory

The state is the enemy
-Britains worst employer

Kent students assert
their union's autonomy

Books, pamphlets
Parents and teachers demonstrating in Haringey last year against planned education cuts.

ENGINEERS REJECT
EMPLOYERS' OFFER
the Government, presenting
a united front, to go after
a claim for all on a national
just back away and leave it
basis. lf engineers want
to others to throw this insulmoney and an improvement
ting offer back in the employ- ,in their conditions, they wlll
ers' face with a demand for
have to take the employers
. an acceptable settlement.
and the Government on.
As for guerrllla tactics of
The Executive of the AUEW
factory to factory struggles,
is recalling the National
we have engaged in them beCommittee, the policy-making
fore and wlll continue to be
body of the union. It will be
.e ngaged in them. What is
for the National Committee to
also needed Is for the engicall for all-out industrial
neering unions in direct oppo- action In support of a nationsition to the employers and
alc~im.

Coni'd from p 1

A steak in
recognition

Bellman Bookshop,155 Fortess Road,London NW 5
Northern Star Bookshop, 18A Leighton Street. Leeds
Main Trend Books,17 Midland Road, St. Philips, Bristol
Brighton Workers Bookshop, 37 Gloucester Road, Brighton
LIVERPOOL BOOKSTALL Every Saturday at Padties M•kat.
Great Homer Street. Liverpool
Now available: THE COLLECTED SPEECHES OF

WHEN Garners Steak Houses

ENVER HOXHA (cloth bound)

dismissed workers demonstrating

1963-1964

recognltlon (T & GW), the work-

Price: 30p each (SOp inc. pp. ) or £1. 30 for set of 3 (inc. pp. )

ers promptly called a strike and
are picketing all the steak houses.

asking the public not to cross the
piCket line and to support their

Btrtke fund with a small portion
Df the money saved by not eating
a steak.
The present industrial action
follows a whole ye ar of attempting to obtain unton recognltton
by negotiation with management

and through ACAS. Now workers
have taken matters into their
own hands.

1965-1966

1971-1973

outside the head office for union

PUBLIC MEETINGS
WORKER readers are invited to the CPB(ML)'s new series of
London meetings, listed below. The meetings will take place
on Friday evenings at 7:30pm at Bellman Bookshop,
155 Fortess !\pad, Tufnell Park, London NWS.
Friday, February 10

Friday, February 17
Friday, February 24

Albania Strides Forward

Organi sed by the New Albania Society
EEC & Devolution: Two-pronged Attack
on Brttatn
What Is a Marxist-Leninist Party?
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